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The state of EV charging infrastructure
Supported by ambitious global targets to reduce
CO2 emissions, electric vehicles are making strong
inroads.
Renault, Nissan and Mitsubishi for example are
apparently planning to tighten their electric course.
The alliance of manufacturers plans to invest more
than 20 billion euros in the development of electric
vehicles over the next five years.
In 2021 close to 30 percent of Renault's passenger
car sales in Europe were electric and hybrid
models. In 2020, this share had still been 17
percent.
In 2030, 40% of new cars sold are expected to be
electrically powered.
To lay the foundation for this new electromobility,
we need a charging infrastructure that can meet
this demand. It has to come with analytics,
charging management capabilities and also offer
modern end-user functionalities.
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OCPP broker - Charge point
platform in the cloud
For more that 2 years we have been
operating a highly available platform for one
of Europe's biggest energy provider. This
platform currently connects over 10.000
public and private charging stations.
In this case study, we show:
• how such a platform can be structured,
• how it made the operator fully
independent of all backend providers
• and how new features can be
implemented within a few days by using
our platform.

Challenges of being a charge point operator
As a charge point operator (CPO), you are
confronted with a wide variety of challenges in the
digital management of your charging points:
• Manage different charger models and
manufacturers.
• Harmonize different OCPP protocol
implementations.
• Support different OCPP protocol versions.
• Secure connections from the charger to the
backend.
• Dependence on features and quality of service
from backend providers.
• Rapid implementation of value-added services.
• Analytics and effective charging management.
• Integration of roaming providers.
With our flexible Exolink OCPP broker platform we
can solve all these challenges for our customer by
splitting up the OCPP request between charger and
backend provider.
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Solving the dependency challenge:
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Infrastructure overview
We operate a comprehensive platform for our
customer from our data centers in Frankfurt.
There, all chargers, as well as backend providers,
central management systems and end customer
applications are connected to one another.

>10,000 charge points in
10 european countries

Chargers are connected by M2M mobile SIM cards
via different mobile service providers. We
established secure IPSEC tunnels with the mobile
service providers APN gateways.
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OCPP broker visual interface and connections
The complete functionality of the OCPP
broker platform is implemented via a
visual low-code interface, in which the
function of the platform can be adapted
and extended in a very short time. This is
possible by using our prefabricated
components as well as code modules for
your custom Javascript code.
Integrate and connect
The platform features a full OCPP suite for
all charger functions with bidirectional
end-to-end OCPP communication
between charger and backend.
Furthermore we provide a diverse array of
connectors and translators.
• HTTP REST API components to translate
transactions from customer apps and
management systems into OCPP
• MQTT broadcasting
• Azure and AWS data warehouse
• AI machine learning integration
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OCPP broker data and message management
By implementing functional components, we
reduce much of the complexity of managing data
streams of different charger models, OCPP
protocol versions and charger groups between
charger and backend.
Our platform provides ready to use components
for validating JSON and REST request schemes,
harmonizing differences in OCPP message from
different OCPP implementations by different
manufacturers, routing and handling OCPP
messages according to individual charger
attributes like country, manufacturer, regional
group, serial number or any other grouping

Inventory data is
pulled from
ServiceNow
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required. Information about the chargers is
transferred directly from the charger inventory
managed for example in ServiceNow via a REST
API connector. Nevertheless charger inventories
in databases, files or key-value stores would work
too.

Connecting multiple
backends
Routing messages according
to the country attribute

Harmonizing JSON
schemes

Full control with dashboards
Real time status of the charging station network
can be shown in real time with our time-series
database and dashboard solution based on
Grafana.
A high-performance and unbeatable resourceefficient solution:
•
•
•
•
•
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1,3 trillion records
only 190 GB in size
2 vCPU and 4 GB RAM
compatible with Prometheus and Grafana
data ingestion formats
• JSON
• CSV
• Line-based prometheus format

Integration Platform made in Germany
About Adacor
With more than 100 employees at our three
locations in Germany (Offenbach, Essen and
Gütersloh), we have been operating highly
available and critical cloud infrastructures for
utilities like Tennet, E.ON, Uniper, NetConnect
Germany, HanseWerk, Bayernwerk, Wintershall,
EWE, GasLine, E Wie Einfach, Thüringer Energie,
Gasnetz Hamburg, Westfalen Weser Netz since
2003.
This experience paired with our expertise in
automating IT processes has gone into the
development of our Exolink OCPP broker platform.
This makes Exolink the ideal partner for charge
point operators.
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Contact us
E-Mail:
solutions@adacor.com
Phone:
+49 (69) 900299-2016
Web:
www.exolink.com
Adacor Hosting GmbH
Emmastr. 70a
45130 Essen
Germany
Directors:
Andreas Bachmann, Patrick Fend,
Thomas Wittbecker
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